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Visualization - Are You Ready To Make That Change And Visualize For Greater Future?The

Secrets Will Be Revealed!A Short Read With Easy To Apply Practical Tips & Powerful Knowledge

That Will Help You In No TimeÃ¢Å“Â® Ã¢Å“Â¬ Ã¢Å“Â® Free Bonus Inside Ã¢Å“Â® Ã¢Å“Â¬

Ã¢Å“Â®This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to create your dream life and

manifest abundance, creativity and success. Everyone deserves success; we all want to be great.

We want to be recognized when we attend conferences and perhaps a better handshake will do but

it all starts with your self-image and what you said to yourself every dayThis book will guide you on

how to discover who you are, how to market your personal brand professionally, learning to let go in

order to bring in others, understanding your enemies, when you are self-sabotaging yourself and

much more.Success in life starts when we know whoÃ‚Â we are and what is there in store for us. It

is, therefore, critical that we start building ourselves and delivering nothing else but qualityHere Is A

Preview Of What Inside The Book:Knowing yourself better and what you are meant to doThe

science of positive thinking + example storiesPackaging yourself as a dreamer and learn how to

dream bigLearn to let go of negative thought patterns and moving on with life with higher

purposeAnd much, much more! Take Action Today and Create a great life with practical

Visualization techniques! Success is yours for the taking! Click the "Buy now with 1-Click" to the

right and get this guide immediately
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This is such a wonderful book to visualize about everything with your life. I flip through the pages

and read everything and I was like, "Yes, that's true" especially the part where I feel like I have to

please everyone. Is that an unwritten rule? If you don't please everyone then you're not a nice

person? This is best for someone to read if they feel like something's wrong with them...when

actually there's not. There's a lot of realization one can learn through this book.

Very inspirational book!! The simple steps used to practice creative visualization were easy to

follow, the author did a really good job. I feel like I am moving towards my goals faster in life now

that I am visualizing them better. This book covers visualization exercises and visualization as the

ultimate low that really amazed me. If you want to experience what I've learned or gained, get this

book immediately.

Enhancing creativity,understanding positive thought, distributing and receiving happiness,

promoting piece of mind and so much more tips are provided in detail in this essential guide to

success. Keeping a positve attitude and leaving behind negative thought in order to take further

steps into a happy and successful future can be simple when following the advice in this book. It will

definitely make one a stronger and more dedicated person.

This book went in a different direction than I thought but liked the material a lot. What I got from this

is you have to have the proper mindset to achieve the like you want.Things like high self esteem

and a positive mindset. I would recommend this.

This is a cute little "Rah Rah" pamphlet but it's not what I expected. There's a few quotes on the

importance of visualization but the book offers no guidance on visualization itself. Yes, it does say to

wake up in the morning and slap yourself in the face and tell yourself what a good day that you're

going to have, but I would call that positive thinking more than visualization.The 50 Creative Guides

are just common sense points that the author throws in at the end of the book, such as:Make



Saving Your HabitPay Bills ImmediatelyHelp Out Whenever You CanTrust Your GutsDon't Be Too

Strict On YourselfLearn From Your MistakesAlso, the booklet has numerous typos which is really no

big deal for a $3.00 digital download, but I am removing the $10 book from my cart. However, I do

give credit to anybody that follows through on their ambition to put something out there to offer

assistance to others, which is why I gave it two stars.

Enhancing imagination, appreciative optimistic thought, distribute and getting contentment, promote

piece of brain and so a lot more tips are provide in feature in this necessary direct to achievement.

custody a positive approach and leave-taking behind unenthusiastic consideration in order to take

additional steps keen on a content and winning future can be straightforward when next the counsel

in this book. It will absolutely make one a stronger and more devoted person.

I just bought this book on  and I am stunned at how poorly written it is! I am sorry but does the

author know how to write in English and was the book ever proofread for typos? If I could give this

book zero stars I would! It is going right back!

I'm left feeling confused and disappointed after reading this booklet. It doesn't appear to have been

edited and the author doesn't appear to speak English as a first language. The booklet could be

condensed to a pamphlet and it shouldn't be called 'visualisation'; perhaps 'personal success'?

Apologies to the author.
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